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Deliver the quality web hosting
your Drupal website needs.
Your website is essential to further your business goals and reach
potential customers. While a lot of focus is placed on design and
content an equally important part that is often an afterthought, is
the website hosting. A reliable and robust hosting solution is
critical to delivering a successful online experience not only to
your visitors but also for those who manage it.
Drupal is a powerful, flexible and secure CMS that meets the
needs for most websites. It is also constantly improving with new
features and security updates being released regularly.
Keeping your Drupal website up-to-date with the latest secure
versions, while having high performance on your host can be a
challenge that requires support from experienced professionals.
However in doing so you are ensuring your website, services and
online experience are always being delivered in the most secure,
consistent and optimal way.

How we help.
We make sure you are delivering a constant high quality
experience with a secure high performance platform optimized
for Drupal. By using a monitored system infrastructure, backups
and SSL encryption, your website and data will be better
protected from online threats.
First we transfer your Drupal website onto our hosting platform
and configure it to work with SSL encryption and a Global CDN.
Then we perform a site audit to make sure your system is free
from malicious code and that it is running safely and clean.
With your site on our service, our experts maintain your system,
keeping it current with the latest updates and ensuring your
website stays stable and secure. Our support team are also ready
to answer your queries and to assist with your hosting and
maintenance needs.
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Drupal Hosting and
Maintenance Plans

Hosting Plans
We provide a number of plans to suit your business requirements.

Secure

¥25,000 per month

Site owners requiring their site is managed, up to date and secure but don’t
feel a need for technical and CMS support.
25,000 Users

125,000 Page Views

Email contact support for critical issues only.

Business

¥50,000 per month

Site owners with key business serving sites who may require support and
assistance for running their system and website.
25,000 Users

125,000 Page Views

Support includes email contact for server and Drupal system related
issues where critical issues are responded to immediately and minor
issues responded to within 2 business days.

Dedicated

¥150,000 per month

Site owners with key business serving sites who may require support and
assistance for running their system and website.
50,000 Users

250,000 Page Views

Support includes email and on call support for any server and Drupal
system issues responded to immediately. Monthly reports on security
updates and incidents for the previous month are provided.
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Maintenance Plans

Enterprise
For enterprise level sites and services please contact us.

One-Time Setup Fee

¥150,000 (required)

We work with you to migrate your website over to our platform. During
the set up, we perform a full site audit of your website, where we inspect
to make sure it does not have any malicious code. Once confirmed to be
safe and clean, the site is launched.

All Plans Include
Updates to Drupal Core and Modules.
Monitoring of network, server, and application resources.
Denial of Service Protection (DDOS Protection).
Daily backups of website.
HTTPS protocol via SSL certificate.
Global CDN (Content Delivery Network).
Multi-site environments for Dev, Test and Live sites.
Git version control for website.
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Success Story

GLP Hosting, Maintenance and
Support
Global Logistics Properties
GLP is a leading global provider of modern logistics solutions. When they
approached us about hosting their Drupal website, they were using a
custom hosting solution. While the hosting was able to run their Drupal
website it was not optimized and lacked the support required to handle
their needs including security concerns.
They had a number of requirements to keep their brand safe and to allow
it to expand. Our Hosting, Maintenance and Support solution was able to
meet all of their needs.
After migrating their website, we performed a Site Audit to make sure the
website was safe and clean from malicious scripts. Once done,
optimization and configuration changes were implemented allowing for
the best performance.
The website now runs optimized for Drupal on a maintained server over a
secure and robust infrastructure. The website is fast and safe with Global
CDN, SSL and a monitored network to protect against attacks. Through
regular updates, as well as security updates performed on the day of
release, everything is kept up-to-date and secure.
With our team of experts ready to provide support GLP and their
website managers, GLP are reassured their website is secure, safe and
delivered to their visitors in the best possible way.
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For information about Drupal
and hosting services

CONTACT US

RAIN INTERACTIVE
Nishishinbashi 2-19-2,
Minato-ku,Tōkyō 105-0003

rain@rain-interactive.com
+81 (0)3 3459 0273
rain-interactive.com
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